
While Your Pet Is Enjoying Being Brushed
They Will Not Realize Their Also Getting A Haircut

Non Electric & No Battery. Quite As A Mouse Making The Shhhhh Pet Clipper Stress Free.

Shhhhh Pet Clipper works by rolling the Shhhh Pet Clipper across your dog or cats hair using 
Advanced gear ratios for cutting hair as well as a reverse roller sending the cut hair back in

to it’s hair collector department to be disposed of shown in video animation provided.

Rolling forward causes the blades 
to move side to side resulting in cutting hair.

It’s not just a hair clipper it’s a brush.

The hair cutting blades are below the roller
brush shown in picture B that moves backward

sending the cut hair back in to in to holding area.
The cutting blades on the bottom are shown in

Pictures D.

Once your pets hair is cut you can release
the cut hair in to your trash bin by snaping

off the hair collection holding chamber.

Turn Knob on top to adjust hair cut settings

Easy to maneuver.
This adjust the cutting blades up and down.

Dog Before & After Pictures

Features: Benefits:

Cat Before & After Pictures

A.

D.C.

B.

Eronnomic Handle
Soft Rubber Grip

Adjust Blade Height For Various Length of cuts
Hair collecior Deparment & Disposal
Advanced gear ratio for cutting hair

Ultra lightweigh
Easy to maneuver 

Quite 
Keeps your pet calm

Stress free hair cutting
Detachable hair cup for easy cleaning

Changing the way you cut your dog and cat hair.

*Please see how Shhhhh Pet Clipper works in animation provided.

Cuts with ease.
Showing Cutting Blades Up Front

Cut hair collector department .

Chamber Snaps Off to dispose cut hair.

Detachable Hair Cup For Easy Cleaing.

SHHHHH PET CLIPPERSHHHHH PET CLIPPER

Roll forward to cut your dog or cats hair

Indredibable Hair Cutting.


